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According to the magazine, 14yoviet scientists. It is

the pulsating universe theory. ACcordir to this theory the universe keeps on

expanding for a certain length of time and then contracts for a certain length of

time, thus pulsating in and out according to an unknown -.

Each of these theories is an interesting attempt to explain the

condition of the universe as it exists today. Each of them is, however, rather in

complete. If we take a look at the big bang theory, it gives no answer to the

&
question "Where did he giginal concentrationk-wlItLt did the original foot 11

hir cmC4 f
come fi1om? W that suddenly exploded &idV4that

caused the explosion? 4/ho established the rules by which ti-ie elements
nd

were forme7 by which the process continued?"
~f

we look at the other two

theories, the situation -isAa 'little different. The-teady-stateAsometimes called

the theory oftcontinuois Peatia-4e4tther the steady-state theory

or the pulsating universe theory aa question whibh is not mentioned in the

article, According to tkx either of these theories, if you look back 10 billion

years, the universe was approximately the same as it is today. It might be an

expansion period or a contraction period or if you follow the steady-state theory,

it would be that expnsion would be always going on, and matter would be coming

into existence. What causes a new mattert come into existence? Who establishes

the principle that regulate the universe, according to either of these theories? Still

Pore difficult than this, if you go back 10 billion years, the situtation would be

just about the same as it is today. 2todxbck If you would go back 20 billion

years, it would still be the same. Go back 100 billion years, it would be still the

same, and go back 10 times of 100 billion years, it would still be the same. How

far can human mind go? There must have been a beginning to it somewhere.
£

There must be someone who oa-ucd tho bogi-nning In other words, all three of
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